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Innovation Group, the leading global provider of specialist services to the insurance industry, has

completed the roll out of Microsoft Dynamics AX7 to its UK users, the first deployment of its kind in the

UK.



Formed in 1999, Innovation Group has grown significantly over the past decade, leaving the business with

a requirement for an overarching ERP system that could standardise processes and enable further growth

both in the UK and internationally.



Having made the decision to deploy a new ERP, Innovation Group chose AX7. This was supplied by eBECS and

supported by Sentis Managed Solutions as the client-side project team managing the deployment. 



Anouska James, UK Chief Financial Officer for Innovation Group, said: “We were very conscious that, as

an early adopter of AX7, the deployment was likely to run into unexpected complications. As such it made

absolute sense to employ the services of a team that understood our requirements and those of the

software vendor in order to get us to where we needed to be.



“What Sentis has delivered is a well thought out and considered deployment that has successfully

brought together numerous business units under one system. We would have struggled to deliver that

internally.”



Martin Perry, Director of Sentis Managed Solutions (https://sentisms.com/), added, “It has been very

rewarding to work on a project that is the first of its kind in the UK and all the more so with a client

that understands the opportunity Microsoft’s new breed of ERP offers.”
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